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INTRODUCfION 

This Stream Channel Condition Assessment is designed to identify channel damage 
resulting from increased peak flows. The methodology is based on in-channel indicators 
most likely to reflect peak flow-related channel damage. H stream channel damage is 
revealed using this methodology, however, it does not necessarily follow that the cause of 
damage was an increase in peak flows. A thorough watershed analysis is necessary to link 
a probable cause with the observed effects. 

The Stream Reach Inventory and Channel Stability Evaluation Procedure (Pfankuch 
1978) has been the most popular method for assessing peak flow-related channel damage 
to date. The Pfankuch procedure provides descriptions of excellent, good, fair, and poor 
conditions for 15 different items involving the upper banks, lower banks, and channel 
bottom. The observer chooses the most appropriate description and corresponding score, 
with poor conditions receiving the highest score. Individual item scores are totalled at the 
end of the survey to obtain the overall stability rating for the stream reach. 

To accurately assess channel damage related to peak flows, revision of the Pfankuch 
procedure was necessary because it was designed to assess channel stability, which does not 
necessarily correspond to channel damage. For instance, a wide, shallow channel that allows 
high flows to spread across the floodplain is rated as having poor channel capacity in the 
Pfankuch procedure. However, when peak flows overtop the channel banks, energy is 
dissipated as the water spreads across the floodplain. In-channel damage can thus be 
avoided or minjmjzed by overbank flows. A poor Pfankuch channel capacity rating actually 
corresponds to conditions which resist the potential for damage from increased peak flows. 

Another difficulty with the Pfankuch procedure is that the observer is often forced 
to lump several conflicting observations into one rating of excellent, good, fair, or poor. For 
example, bottom scour and deposition are rated as one item. A reviewer has no way of 
knowing if a rating of fair was based on extensive deposition or obvious scour within the 
reach. Instead of providing an accurate portrayal of the observed channel conditions, the 
Pfankuch procedure integrates the field observations into a subjective evaluation. The 
problem with this approach is that the original field observations are not recorded, and so 
it is not possible to re-evaluate the channel condition if a new or revised interpretation is 
revealed through subsequent research. 

This Stream Channel Condition Assessment has been developed: (1) to identify the 
potential response of the stream reach to increased peak flows; (2) to record information 
relevant to assessing the present condition of the channel bed and banks; (3) to determine 
the degree of existing channel damage related to peak flows; and (4) to evaluate the 
potential for damage from future increased peak flows. Many of the in-channel indicators 
used in this assessment are expanded or modified versions of similar items in the Pfankuch 
procedure. 
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Field testing of the method was performed on streams in the Skagit, Stillaguamish, 
Raging, Deschutes, White, Grays, and Cowlitz River watersheds in the western Washington 
Cascade Mountains and Willapa Hills regions. Test streams were generally second through 
fourth order (Washington Department of Natural Resources Stream Type 2, 3, and 4) in 
size. Minor modifications may be necessary for application in other areas (eastern 
Washington) and in smaller or larger streams. 

The assessment is designed for application by observers with some background in 
stream hydrology and an understanding of the basic concepts of fluvial geomorphology. 
Widely used hydrologic terms and concepts are not defined or explained in detail in this 
text. Recommended background reading for those not familiar with these terms and 
concepts includes the chapter on river channels in Dunne and Leopold (1978) and the 
rivers chapter in Schumm (1977). The quantitative analysis of drainage basin system 
components prepared by Orsborn (1990) also includes an excellent discussion of channel 
adjustment to perturbations. 

OVERVIEW OF TIlE METHOD 

The format of the assessment allows the observer to objectively record characteristics 
of the channel prior to making a subjective evaluation on whether these results represent 
a "damaged" or "undamaged" condition. The observer first records conditions affecting the 
potential response of the channel to increased peak flows, then classifies the channel into 
a defined Channel Response Category. The predicted response described for each 
Response Category helps key the observer into the signals this type of channel would exhibit 
if it had responded to increased peak flows (i.e., widening through bank cutting, enlargement 
through downcutting, or little effect and transmission to a lower reach). 

After determining the Response Category, the observer records conditions of the 
channel banks and bottom, as well as other influential factors such as steepness of the upper 
banks, location of woody debris, and adequacy of culverts and bridges. At the end of the 
field form there is a list of "red flag" conditions. After completing the survey, the observer 
goes back through the field form to determine if any of these conditions have been met. 
Each red flag condition is given a score of 1, applicable to the surveyed reach, or 0, not 
applicable. The red flag conditions have been separated into indicators of existing damage 
and indicators of the potential to resist future damage. The total score in each category 
provides a relative index of the degree of existing damage related to increased peak flows 
and the potential for damage from future increased peak flows. Once a determination of 
damage has been made, the individual red flag conditions contributing toward the score 
should be reviewed and compared to the predicted response described for the Response 
Category. 

It should be noted that not all of the information recorded on the field form is used 
in the final evaluation of damage. Current knowledge of stream channel conditions is not 

WU4/WEVERHAEUSER 
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such that each item can be analyzed. However, these observations are valuable in providing 
an accurate portrait of the stream channel and may be incorporated into the evaluation in 
the future as knowledge increases. 

WHERE TO CONDUCT THE ASSESSMENT 

This assessment is designed to be applied over a channel reach consisting of fairly 
uniform channel gradient and substrate. Aerial photographs and topographic maps should 
be used to stratify the stream into segments of similar channel gradient, valley confinement, 
and sinuosity. H desired, the Cupp (1989) valley segment or Rosgen (1989) channel type 
classifications can be used as a means of stratification. 

Within each segment, the total length of stream that should be walked will depend 
on the purpose of the survey. For many applications, one subsample of the segment may 
be adequate if conditions of the bed and banks within the segment appear fairly uniform. 
To ensure the assessment reflects conditions of the segment, rather than micro-scale 
indicators, the length of the surveyed reach should be at least 20 times as long as the active 
channel width. H widely different characteristics of a single item are observed within a 
reach, the reach should be subdivided to acconnt for the changes. 

CHANNEL RESPONSE TO INCREASED PEAK FLOWS 

Stream channels achieve a form which is responsive to inputs of water, sediment, and 
woody debris. Since streamflow is a product of width, depth, and velocity, an increase in 
flow must be accompanied by an increase in at least one of the other parameters. Schumm 
(1977) has developed channel response relationships that predict changes in channel form 
related to changes in flow and sediment. All other inputs being equal, an increase in flow 
will result in an increase in width, depth, and meander wavelength (distance between the 
outside of bends), and a decrease in gradient. 

The response of natural systems is not quite so simple to predict, however. Channel 
confinement by valley walls affects the ability of a channel to increase width or meander 
wavelength, substrate size affects the ability to downcut and increase depth, and woody 
debris further influences the location and extent of bank cutting and bottom scour. 
Furthermore, increases in peak flow can trigger an increase in sediment load by eroding the 
channel bed and banks. On the other hand, accelerated mass wasting can generate an 
increased sediment load that is not related to increased peak flows. Channel response to 
a change in sediment load may overwhelm the indicators of a response to increased peak 
flows. 

Therefore, it is difficult to isolate the indicators of damage resulting solely from 
increased peak flows. The morphological response of a channel to a change in water input 
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will vary depending on the accompanying input of sediment and woody debris. Several of 
the conditions to be evaluated on the field form are indicative of a sediment-related effect 
as well as a peak flow effect. The focus of this assessment is to determine whether the 
channel is in a "damaged" condition. Specific indicators of damage are those most likely to 
reflect a peak-flow effect. However, the specific cause of the damage can only be 
determined by analyzing inputs within the contributing watershed. Therefore, it is 
recommended that this assessment be conducted in conjunction with a thorough watershed 
analysis. 

Information recorded in Part I of the field form should be used in conjunction with 
the Flow Chart to determine the Response Category. The predicted response for each type 
is described at the bottom of the Flow Chart. This predicted response provides a context 
from which to evaluate existing damage and the potential for future damage. The predicted 
response can also serve as a hypothesis to be tested through monitoring. 

ASSESSMENT OF CHANNEL CONDITIONS 

During the initial testing of the Pfankuch procedure and subsequent testing of early 
versions of this methodology, a common thread was discovered among observers. No one 
wanted to carry a lengthy explanatory text into the field. Even when the text was handed 
out in the field, observers focused solely on the field form and never referred to the text. 
Therefore, the item by item discussion has been dropped from this narrative and replaced 
with longer, more descriptive comments on the field form. 

Appendix A contains color plates illustrating most of the conditions described on the 
field form. Appendix B contains example forms that illustrate the evaluation system. These 
appendices should be reviewed prior to conducting an assessment in the field. 

The field form and flow chart, a sharp pencil, and a clinometer or hand level for 
measuring stream gradient are the only required field equipment. Valley bottom and active 
channel widths may be estimated or measured with a tape. 
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FIELD ASSESSMENT OF STREAM CHANNEL CONDmONS 

St~m: ________ ___ WRIA#: Sul>-WRIA#: ___ WAU: Reach #: __ _ 
SUIVe)'OtS: _______ _ Reach length: ____ ft/m Average wetted width: _ ft/m 

Date: Flow today is: High Moderate Low 

Reachl~tion: _____________________________________ _ 

Walk. the study reach and observe the conditions of the channel bed and banks (length of the study reach. should be at least 20 times 
the active channel width). If oonditions such as confinement of the channel, stteam gradient. or dominant channel bed or bank material 
change significantly. then a new ~ should be described. 

After waiting the reach, fill in the blanks and circle the letter responses to describe conditions within the channel If nODe of the 
descriptions fit, do not ci:rde any responses, but supply comments to describe the condition. If applicable, more than one response can 
be cin:Jcd for an item. 

L 

D. 

FAcroRS AFFECl1NG CHANNEL RESPONSE 
A. Channel Constraint 

Average active chaDnel width = ___ feet/metelS 
Average vaUey bottom width = feet/metelS VBW/A~= 

Sinuooity: a. maight (= 1) b. slightly sinuous (1.1-13) Co sinuous (1.4-1.7) d. meandering (>1.7) 

B. Resistance of Channel Bank Material 
Soun:e of matcrial: alluvial glacial till colluvial 1acumine sediments bedrock 
other _______ ___ 

Can the stream move the majority of the bed material sizes during b.igb. flows? Yes No 

Can the stream erode the banks during high flows? Yes No Only in a few places 

C Influence of Upper Banks 
Average upper bank slope = ___ % 

Can the stream. undercut the upper banks? Yes No 
If yes, would this result in mass wasting? Yes No 

o. Sttcam&ergy 
Average channel gradient = ___ % 
Is the profile ·stairstcppcd·? Yes No 
H)'OS, what forms the steps? Bedrock DouldelS Woody debris 
Do the steps appear stable? Yes No 
Position in drainage network: a. 1st order headwater stream c. 4th order mainstcm 

b. 2nd or 3rd order tributary d. Sth order or larger river 

From flow chart, response categoIY is: 
Type A: uoconsttained 
Type B: slightly constrained, unconsolidated bottom 
Type C: Iater.dly constrained, unc0ns06dated bottom 

CONDmON OF CHANNEL BANKS 
A. Channel Capacity 

1. R.c:sponse CategoIY Type A or B (channels with floodplains): 

Type D: constrained, bedrockf1arge boulder 
Type E: boulder/bedrock staiIstep 
Type F: woody debris stailstep 

a. active cbannel carries average annual flood, larger events spread across floodplain 
b. active channel has downcut or widened. so peak. flows mrely spmad over the floodplain 
c. active channel bas downcut and/or widened to tbe extent that peak: flows never spread over tbe floodplain; an inner 

terrace bas developed within the "blownout- channel area, m.a.rkiDg a new active channel 
d. a major flood has passed through and caused obvious damage in this channel 

'WEYERHAEUSER/CHANNEL 
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B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

2 Response Category Type C, D, E, P (channels without floodplains) 
a. active channel area appears adequate to any OM:tage annual fkxxI; streaInside vegetation comes down to the actiYe 

channel margin 
b. active channel area shows signs of enlargement, raw banks indicate some widening or downcutting; there is a flood· 

disturbed area that is greater than the active channel width 
Co channel appears "lownout-; active channel area is much smaller than the flood-disturbed area within the wUey 

bottom 
d. a debris flow or flood. has obviously come down this channel and caused damage 

001:'= of Ex;sting _ Cutting 

1. Length of n:adl affeaed: 
a. DODe e. 51·75% 
b. 1-10% f. 75-90% 
c. 11-30% g. >90% 
d. 31-50% 

2 Location of bank cutting: 
a. nowhere in reach 
h. in expected places, such as outside of corners and constrictions 
c. in unusual places, suob as straight sttetcbes and inside of bends 

3. Angle of banks expooed by cutting: 
a. vertical: U b. angled back: V 

001:'= of _ Protection 
1. l'Rdominant type of vegetation aIoog the banb: (cirdc __ ODe if mi=I) 

a. mature coniferous trees 
b. mature Iwdwood trees 
c. immature conifers 20-60 fcct taU 
d. immature conifers 10-20 fcct taU 
e. immature conifers 5-10 feet tall 
f. recent dearcut, trees <S fcct taU 
g. immature hardwood trees 

b. shrubs 
grass i 

2. Vegetation density: 
a. banks "'" well protected by. deep, dense root netwoJt, wbieb is infeoed from the dense, mature (wclkstsblisbed) 

fo,.., 
b. banks "'" fairly well prote<ted by deep roots with seven! open ...,.. 
c. banks an: protected by • dense but shallow root network, weoed from the dense, young trees or shrubs 
d. banks are poorly protected by a shallow root network. with numemuli openings 
Co banks receive little or DO protection from roots 

R<sistance of Lower _ Material 

1. Bank rock content: 
a. 90-100% rock 
b. 65-90% rock 
Co 4Q.6S% rock 

d. 2IJ.4O% rock 
e. <20% rock 

2 _ cohesion (kick the bank!) 
a. resistant bedrock 
b. erodible bedrock 
c. cohesive silt/clay resistant to erosion 
d. cemented matrix of nne material containing rock particles 
e. cohesive but erodible silt/clay 
f. noncohesive assortment of mostly cobble and larger sizes 
g. Doncohesivc assortment of mostly cobble to gravcl-sizc rocks 
h. noncohesive assortment of mostly gravel.&ze rocks 
i. noncohcsive assortJDcnt of mostly llOe material 

Flow Deflection into Banks (focus on thalweg) 
a. little or no deflection of flows into banks 

Large bouIdet: >24' 
Small boulder: 12-24' 
Cobble: 3-12-
Gtavct 0.2-3' 
Fmes.: < 0.2-

b. a few areas whe~ flow is deflected into the banks by logs, boulders, or the channel pattern 
c. numerous areas where flow is deflected into channel banks by logs, boulders, or the channel pattern 
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IU. CONDmON OF CHANNEL BOTfOM 

A Deposition 
1. Extent of bottom affected (consider active channel area, not just wetted area): 

a. very few f=h deposits 
b. 5-20% of bottom affected by deposition, mostly isolated pockets behind 1arge boulders or small point bars 
Co 2O-SO% of bottom covered with fresh depo&its, such as several small point bars or pockets behind boulders or woody 

debris 
d. ~75% of bottom 00YCted with fresh deposits., such as large mid-channel or point bats 
e. > 75% of bottom covered with fresh deposits 

2. Size of dominant material in deposits: 
a. most particles cobblc-5ize and larger 
b. most particles are gravel to cobblMize 
Co particles are mostly gravel with some fmer material 
d. particles are mostly fines (sand and smaller sizes) 

B. Evidence of Recent Bed Mobility 
a. in all but cbannel tbalweg. rocks are "duO"; bed materials show definite staining, algae growth, or bave clinging 

vegetatiOD; -bed materials are never or only rarely mobile 
b. tbraughout the cbannel, there is a mix of "bright" and "duO" rocks; staining or algae growth or clinging vegetation is 

evident in some places 
Co mostly "bright- rocks; some staining or algae growth or clinging vegetation is evident in sheltered backwater areas 
d. nearly all "bright" rocks; there is no evidence of staining. algae growth, or cIiDgiDg ""gelation; majority of bed 

materials appear to be quite mobile during high flows 

C. ArmoriDg (pick up some rocks and look at subswface particles) 

Within tbe wetted channel, are surface partides distinctly larger than subsurface particles? 
Yes No 

On b..., are surface particles distinctiy larger than subsurface particles? 
Yes No 

D. Particle Size Distribution 
a. substrate sizes are typical for the size of stream and position in the dIainage DCtwork, large and small materials 

present 
b. slight reduction in distribution of smaller particles 
Co smaller particles are absent or present only in fresh deposits on bars 

E. Dominant Particle Sizes 
.. bedrock/large boulder 
b. large and smaU boulders 
Co large and small boulders, some cobble 
do mostly cobble with some boulders 
e. cobble/gravel 
f. mostly gravel 
g. mostly fines 

F. Angularity 
8. substrate consists mostly of flat or angular rocks resistant to rolling 
b. substrate consists mostly of subangular rocks, some flat or rouDded rocks present 
c:. substrate consists mostly of rounded rocks that have little resistance to rolling 

G. ParticJe Packing (kick the bottom!) 
a. luger particles are surrounded by smaller or overlapping ones, creating a tightly packed substrate resistant to scour 
b. some overlap and particle packing. larger rocks can be moved with yout foot but smaller particles create a tightly 

packed matrix resistant to erosion 
c:. larger particles are surrounded by 8 loose matrix of smaller particles 
d. bottom is very loose, most particles can be mOYCd with your foot 
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N. ornER INDICATORS 

A Location of Woody Debris 
a. individua110gs within or adjacent to the wetted channel area 
b. clumps or jams within or adjacent to the wetted channel area 
c. clumps or jams along the outcr margin of the active channel area 
d. individual logs along the outcr margin of the active channel area 
e. most of the logs have been deposited aboYe and outside of the active channel area 
f. a debris jam blocks the channel 
g. numerous debris jams block the channel 
h. most logs have been transported to a lower reach of the channel 
i. numerous logs have been deposited within this reach from upstream 
j. there are no logs in or adjacent to the channel 

B. Culverts and Bridges 
Describe culverts or bridges within or near the study reach (size, condition, location of rust line on culvert, capability for 
handling flood flows and debris) 

C. Channel Controls 
Describe riprap or levees that have been constructed along the channel (wbic:b bank, length, heigh~ effcctM:ncso) 

D. Known History of Flooding or Debris Flows 
Note date, magnitude of flood eveDt, probable cause, soun:e of information 

E. Other Observations 
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EV ALUAll0N OF CHANNEL CONDmONS 

Using the Field Assessment, score each item: 1 = applicable to the surveyed reach, or 0 = does not apply. Record the score in the column 
indicated. 

"Red Flag" Conditions 

I. Response Cntegmy Type = A, B, or C 

IT. Cbannel Banks 
A Channel Capacity = b, c, or d 

B. Bank OUting 
1. (1. Length) >30% ~ (2. Location) = c 
2. (1. Length) >50% 

C. Degree of Bank Protection 
L (2. Density) ... C, d, or e and banks are not 

predominantly _t bedrock 

D. ResisIan<e of Bank Material 
1. (1. Rock. contcnt) = d or e!ru! 

(2. Cohesion) = d, e, g, h, or i 

2. (1. Rock content) = b or c ~ 
(2. Cohesion) a g or h 

E. Flow Deflection = c 

In. Cbannel Bottom 
A, Deposition 

1. (1. Extent) = c and (2. Size) = d 
2. (1. Extent) = d or e 

B. Recent Bed Mobility = d 

C. Armoring 
"yes- for either wetted channel or bars 

D. Particle Size Distribution :::: c 

E. Particle Size = e or f or g 

F. Angularity = c 

G. Particle Packing = c or d 

IV. Other Indicators 
A, WoodyDebris 

location "" c, h, or i 
location = f, g 

B. Colverts or Bridges Appear Inadequate 

Total Score = 

Interpretation - -Existing" Columq 

Existing Potential 

~1 Channel conditions indicate little or DO existing damage related to iDcreascd peak flows 
2-3 Channel conditions indicate a moderate degree of existing damage, further investigatioo should be used to detenninc the specifIC 

cause of items scored above 
~4 Channel conditions indicate Significant channel damage has occurred 

Interpretation - ·Potential- Column 
:Sl OJ.annel conditions indicate the channel bas a low potential (or damage if peak flows increase 
2-3 Channel conditions indicate tbe channel has a moderate potential for damage if peak flc:wno increase 
1!:4 Channel conditions indicate tbe channel has a high potential for damage if peak flows: iDcrcasc 
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llomi!antlhannel 
Ma10riaI ;. Bodrock/ 

Large Boulder 

NO cr YES 

Stais1ep I'raIiIe 

NO 
YES 

• / 
S:: Farmed hy 
B rode or Large 

BouldeB 

NO 

• 

Flow Chart for Determining 
Response Category Type 

YES 
v 

:rES 

YES 

VBW/ACW >2 and 
Avg. GnxtI8nl <6% 

NO.,.. 

VBW/ACW= \.3·2 
(or >2 and gnxtlelll ~%) 

YES NO 
r---------~ r~L-----~ 

00niII8nI Channel 
Ma10riaI ;. Bodrock/ 

Large Boulder 

NO 

YES 
Stais1ep Profile 

Oonilanl ChaMei 
Material;. Badrock! 

Large Boulder 

RESPONSE CATEGORY TYPE POTENTIAL RESPONSE TO INCREASED PEAK flOW 

Type A: Unronstrained 

Type B: Slightly constrained, 
unconsolidated bottom 

Type C: Laterally mnstrained, 
unconsolidated bottom 

Type D: Constrained, bedrock/large 
boulder bottom and banks 

Type E: BouIder/bedrock stairstep 

Type F: Woody debris stairstep 

Increased width and meander wavelength through bank cutting; may also downcut 

Increased width through bank cutting; this may result in undercutting of the upper 
banks and acx:elerated mass wasting; may also enlarge by downcutting 

Most Jike\y to downcu~ may also increa<e width through bank cutting. which could 
trigger accelerated mass wasting of upper banks 

Cannot enlarge through downcutting. may widen slightly where banks can erode; will 
transmit water, sedimen~ and debris to lower reaches 

High stream energy will transport water, sedimen~ and debris to lower reaches; if 
upper banks are not bedrock, may widen slightly and accelerate mass wasting 

U "Sieps" are stabie, will respond as Tvoe E, or may trigger debris flow/dam break flood 
if debris recruitment is high and "srePs' fail 
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Appendix A. Color Plates 
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Appendix A. Color Plates 

These photographs are presented to illustrate channel conditions to be rated during 
the field assessment. The captions refer to specific items on the field form. Please refer 
to the field form when reviewing the photographs. 
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Appendix A 

Kiona Creek is a reiatiVllly low gradient chamel with an associated valley bottom that is more than twice as wide as the 
active channel. It is classified as Response Type A (unconstrained). The stream can cut into its banks and migratelaleraJly 
across Ihe valley floor. While widening is the typical response of a Type A channel 10 increased peak Hows, 
do\Yl'lCuning could also occur. 

Response Type 

WU4/ WEYBRHAEUSBR 
02/10/92 A-2 
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Appendix A 

In this Response Type B (S/i!11t!y constrained, unconsolidated bottom) segment Milky Creek IIows through a relatively 
narrow valley bottom, between 1.3 and 2 times as wide as the active channel. While the stream has room to meander or 
migrate laterally, the degree of movement is limited by the valley walls. The stream may widen or downcut in response to 
increased peak flows. Channel widening could undermine the upper banks and result in accelerated mass wasting 

Response Type 

WU<4fWHYER.H,AEUSHR 
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Appendix A 

In a Response Type C (laterally constrained, urconsolidated bottom) channel, lateral movement is severely restricte.d by the 
valley walls. The valley bottom is approximately equal to the active channel width, as shown on th is streich 01 the Grays 
River. The stream is most likely 10 downcul in response 10 increased peak flows. Some channel widening is also possible 
in Type C channels. Widening could trigger accelerated mass wasting of the upper banks. 

Response Type 

wu.fWEYElUW!USER 
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Append ix A 

This Response Type 0 (constrained bedrockl1arga boulder bonom and banks) channel cannot enlarge through downcutting 
because the bed consisls of resistanl bedrock. Such channels are usually tightly confined by the valley wal ls. In response to 
increased peak flows, the channel may widen slightly where the barks are erodible. If the banks are mostly resistant bedrock, 
it may be diffICUlt to detect a response to increased peak flows in Type 0 chamels; the effects will be more apparent in 
downstream reaches. 

Response Type 

WU4/WEYERHAEUSER 
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Append ix A 

East Fori< Silver Creek is a Response Type E (boulderlbedrock stairstep) channel: stream gradient is greater than 6% and 
boulders create a stairstep pro['le. The channel may widen slightly wIlere barks are erodible, but in-channel impacts 01 
increased peal< flows are more likely to occur in lower gradient reaches. 

Response Type 

WW/WEYERHAEUSER 
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Append ix A 

Response Type F (woody debris stairslep) channels are similar 10 Type E excepllllalllle sleps are lormed primarily by woody 
debris. The expecled response 10 increased peak flows is also similar, urless lI1e debris forming lhe sleps is unstable . A 
peak now event could trigger failure of the steps and resull in large volumes of debris being transported downstream to 
lower gradient reaches. 

Response Type 

WLI./WIlYERHAI!USI! 
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Appendix A 

In lIlis Response Type B channel (shown at a fairly high flow), lila activa channa! is adequate to carry lila avarage annual 
flood. Larger flood avants ovartop lila lowar banks and sp<aad across lila floodplain whara anergy is dissipated by lila 
dense forest (channel capacity rating '" a) . Other notabJe features of the banks include protection by a deep, dense root 
networi<, wh ich can be inferred from lila danse, matura aldar lining the banks. Thera is littla flow daflection into lila banks 
and nc bank cutting occur.; in lIlis reach. 

Condition of Channel Banks 

WU4/WEYBRHABUSER 
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Append ix A 

Channel capacity of this Response Type A channel has been enlarged plimarily by widening. Peak flows would rarely 
overtop the banks and spread onto the floodplain (channel capacity rating- b). 

Condition of Channel Banks 

A-9 
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Appendix A 

Th is Response Type 8 chamsI has downcut and enlarged to the extent that peak flows will Mver reach the old Uoodplain. 
An inner terrace is developing within [he recently enlarged active channel area (channel capadry rating IE c) . 

Condition of Channel Banks 

WU4/WEYERHAEUSER 
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Appendix A 

A debris flow or llood .vent has caused obvious damage in this channel. Th. channel has both widened and downcut. 
r. sutting in a greatly ..... arged cross-sectional ar.a (charnel capacity rating _ c and d). 

Condition of Channel Banks 
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Appendix A 

" .,y 
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On this reach 01 the East Fork Grays River, bank cutting occurs in expected places, such as on the outside of this benet 
Exposed banks are vertical or sl ightly overhanging. Predominanl bank vegetation is immalure conifers (20-60 feel high) 
which have deep roots interspersed with several open areas. Bank rock content is 40-65% and banks consist of a 
noncohesive assortment of mostly gravel to cobble-sized rocks. While these conditions do not indicate existing 
damage from increased peak fiows, there is a moderate potential for damage if peak flows are increased in the future 
Bank cohesion may be insufficient to withstand increased erosive energy. 

Condition of Channel Banks 

wu.{WEYERlW!USIlR 
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Appendix A 

Bank cutting in upper Deer Creek occurs on lIle inside as we ll as lIle outside of bends. Exposed banks are mostly angled 
back, indicating less internal cohesion lIlan a verticaf bank. Bank vegetation is predominantly immature hardwoods which 
have a shallow root network and numerous openings along the bank. Bank rock content was rated as 20-40% overall. 
Bank materials include bolll a cemented ma~ix 01 fine material containing rock particles, and cohesive but erodible silVclay. 
The condition of the chalY'lel banks indicate that significant charoel damage has occurred. 

Condition of Channel Banks 

WLl.fWEYERHA.I!USER 
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Appendix A 

In this segment of Finney Creek, 20·50% of the bonom is covered with fresh deposits, including these point bars. The 
deposited material is mostly gravel to cobble-size. The extent anc size of deposited material does not indicate that there has 
been significant damage related to increased peak flow. 

Condition of Channel Bottom 

WU<4{WEYE1UlAEUSER 
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Appendix A 

This upturned rock displays algal staining, evidence that the channel bonom is rarely mobile. 

Condition of Channel Bottom 

WL14/WHYERHAEUSER 
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Appendix A 

These angular rocl<.s are resistanllD rolling; larger particles are surrounded by smaller particles, ",eating a tighlly packed 
matrix that is resistant to soour. 

Condition of Channel Bottom 

A-16 
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Append ix A 

The bottom 01 Camp Creek consists mostly 01 subangular rocks. The larger rocks can be moved with little resistance, but 
they are surrounded by a tightly packed matrix 01 smaller particles. 

Condition of Channel Bottom 

WU4,IWEYERHAEUSBR 
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Append ix A 

Woody debris in lIlis widened channel has been moved to Ill. outer margin olth. active chamel area during a high flow 
evenL The waned mannel area now consists of a long, shallow riffle with little cover or holding habitat for fish . 

Other Indicators 

WU4{WIiYERHA£USER 
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Append ix A 

A debris jam blocking the channel can become a tamparat)' dam during a high flow. This jam consists mostly of small 
material that is nol embedded or tightly packad. When pressure builds behind the dam during high flow, it is likely to fai l. 

Other Indicators 

WU.fWEYElUlAEI..ISER 
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Appendix A 

This culvert on East Fork Silver Creek probably has adequate capacity to handle peak Hows. The rust line, visible on the left 
side of the culvert, is well below one-quarter the height of the culvert and there is no indication of erosion around the 
culvert inlet 

Other Indicators 

WU4/WEYEllHAE1lSER 
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Appendix A 

This culvert in Milky Creek was obviously inadequata to handle tne water, sediment, and debris load transponed down the 
channel. 

Other Indicators 

WU4, WBY13RHAEUSER 
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FIELD ASSESSMENT OF STREAM CHANNEL CONDmONS 

WRIA#: Q(, ~WRIA#: _-_ WAU: 'fP'( Cc.!,1z Reach #: ---,-I __ 
Reach length: S"qQ fftl'm Average wetted width:;!:J, f m 
Date: 1(,?j?/92 Flow today is: High oderat , Low 

cl' FS &J 8s 6f7dfj? Cf05'2ri?Z 

Walk the study reach and obsem: the conditions of the channel bed and banks (length of the study reach should be at least 20 times 
the active channel width). If conditions such as confInement of the channel. stream gradient, or dominant channel bed or bank material 
change significantly, then a new reach should be dcscnbed. 

After waI1dng the reach, fill in the blanks and circle the letter responses to describe conditions within the channeL H none of the 
descriptions fit, do not circle any responses, but supply comments to describe the condition. If applicable, more than one response can 
be circled for an item. 

L 

1L 

FACTORS AFFECIlNG CHANNEL RESPONSE 
A. Channel Consttaint 

Average actiYe ehanDel.ooth = 1'5 Q",eteIS 
Average valley bottom width = 70 :::::;;!~~\jmeteIS 

B. 

c. 

D. 

VBW/A~= ;,6 
Sinuosity: L ...... ght (~ 1) Q slightly sinuous (1.1-13) c. sinuous (1.4-1.7) d. meandering (>1.7) 

Resistanee of Channel ~~ e 
Soun::e of material: ~ g1acial till other ________________ _ eoUuviaI unlcnown 

Can the stream move the majority of the bed material sizes during high flows? No 

Can the stream erode the banks during high flows? 

Influence of Upper Banks 
Average upper bank slope - Q -10 % 
Can the stream undertUt the upper banks? 
If yes, would this result in mass wasting? 

No Only in a few plaees 

,.. __ £"_M ., ... , •••• " •• ___ • __ • __ ~" Q~o 
Yt~ ~~-.-_ •••• _., HIC" .... , ... " •.• -.----.-'''~. 

,j. ,-,co; •• -l\. :51C(,!Z, eYE f&r1ij ff'VcHe 
~ e"E I I V"''J21tkd.. 

Stream Energy L/ 
Average channel gradient = ____ 1 __ % ~ 
Is the profile ·stairsteppcd-? Yes ~ 
If yes, what forms the steps? Bedrock Boulden: Woody debris 
Do the steps appear stable? Yes No 
Position in drainage network: ~ 1st order headwater stream o 2nd or 3ro oroer tributary 

Co 4th order mainstem 
d 5th order or larger river 

From flow chart, response categoJY is: 
~ unconstrained 
IB· . slightly constrained. unconsolidated bottom 
Type C: latera1ly constrained, unconsolidated bottom 

Type D: constrained, bedrocI:jlaIge boulder 
Type E: boulder/bedrock staiIStep 
Type F: woody debris staiIStep 

CONDmON OF CHANNEL BANKS 
A Cwtnel Capacity 

I.Q~nse CategoJY Type A or B (channels with floodplains): 
a. '/ active channel carries CM:rage annual flood, larger evcnlS spread across floodplain 

. active channel has dOWDcut or widened, so peak flows rarely spread ClYCr the floodplain 
Co active channel has dOWDcut and/or widened to the extent that peak flows never spread OYer the floodplain; an inner 

terrace has developed within the '"bIOWDout- channel area, ma.rlciag a new active channel 
d. a major flcxx1 has passed through and caused obvious damage in this channel 

WEYERHAEUSER/CHANNEL 
JONES a Sl'OKES ASSOCIATES 
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B. 

c. 

D. 

2. Response Category Type C, D, E, F (channels without floodplains) 
a. active channel area appears adequate to cany average annual flc:xx1; streamside vegetation comes down to the active 

channel margin 
b. active channel area shows signs of enlargement, raw banks indicate some widening or downcutting; there is a flood

disturbed area that is greater than tbe active channel width 
c. channel appears "blownout"; active channel area is much smaUer than the flood~isturbed area within the valley 

bottom 
d. a debris flow or flood has obviously come down this channel and caused damage 

Degree of Eristing Bank Cutting 
1. Length of reach affected: 

a none c. 51-75% 
b. 1-10% f. 75-90% 
c. 11-30% g. >90% 

Cj, 31-50% 

2 Location of bank cutting: 
A nowhere in reach 
~ in expected places, such as outside of comCni and constrictions 

Co in unusual places, such as straight stretches and inside of bends 

3.~e of banks el<j>06Od by cutting; 
\.::J vertical: U b. angled back: V 

Degree of Bank Protection 
1. Predominant type of vegetation aIoog the banks: (circle mono thaD ODe if nilied) 

a. mature coniferous trees Id 
(b:\ .mature bal'dwood trees - red is! er 
V immature conifers 2Q...6O feet tall 

d. immature conifers 10-20 feet tall 
c. immature conifers >10 feet tall 
f. recent c1earcut, trees <5 feet tall 

Ci).immature baIdwood trees 
h. sluubs 
i. grass 

2. Vegetation density: 
a. banks are 'Well protected by a deep, dense root network, which is inferred from the dense, mature (welkstablisbed) 

b. banks are fairly well protected by deep roots with several open areas ~
fOrest 

banks are protected by a dense but shallow root network. inferred from the dense, young trees or shrubs 
d. banks are poorly protected by a shallow root network with numerous openings 
e. banks receive little or no protection from roots 

Resistance of Lower Bank. Material 
1. Bank rock content: 

a. 9O-1()()o/'O rock 
b. 65-90% rock 

~.40-6S% rock 

d. 204Oo/D rock 
e. <20% rock 

2. Bank cobesion (kick tbe bank!) 
a. resistant bedrock 
b. erodible bedrock 
Co cohesive sUt/day resistant to erosion 
d cemented matrix of fme material containing rock particles 
e. cohesive but erodible silt/clay 
f. noncohesive assortment of mostly cobble and larger sizes 
~. noncohesive assortment of mostly cobble to g:ravel-size rocks 
~ noncobesive assortment of mostly g:ravel-&izc rocks 

i. noncohesive assortment of mostly fme material 

Large boulder: >24" 
Small boulder: 12-24" 
Cobble: 3-12-
Grave~ 0.2-3" 
Fmes: <0.2-

E. Flow Deflection into Banks (focus on thalweg) 
a. little or no deflection of flows into banks 
~. a few areas where flow is deflected into the banks by logs, bouJders., or the channel pattern 

c. numerous areas where flOW' is deflected into channel banks by logs, boukk:rs., or the channel pattern 

WEYERHAEUSER/CHANNEl. 
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III. CONDmON OF CHANNEL BOlTOM 

A Deposition 

B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

1. Extent of bottom affected (consider active channel area, not just wetted area): 
a. very few fresb deposits 

~ 
5-20% of bottom affected by deposition, mostly isolated pockets behind large boulders or small int bars 

c. 20-50% of bottom covered with fresh deposits, such as several small point bars 0 pockets behind boulders r WIXldy 
. debris 

d. 50-75% of bottom covered with fresh d~ts, such as large mid~bannel or point bars 
c. > 75% of bottom covered with fresh deposits 

2. Size of dominant material in deposits: 
a. most particles cobble-&ize and IaJger 
b. most particles are gravel to cobble..size 
~ particles are mostly gravel with some fmer material 
~ particles are mostly fines (sand and smaller sizes) 

Evidence of R=:nt Bcd Mobility 
~I in all but channel thalweg, rocks are -duO·; bed materials show definite staining. algae growth, or have clinging 

vegetation; bed materials are never or only rarely mobile 
b. throughout the channel, there is a mix of -"right- and -dull- rocks; staining or algae growth or clinging vegetation is 

evident in some places 
c. mostly "right- rocks; some staining or algae growth or clinging vegetation is evident in sheltered backwater areas 
d. nearly all "right- rocks; there is DO evidence of staining. algae growth, or clinging vegetation; majority of bed 

materials appear to be quite mobile during high flow5 

Armoring (pick up some rocks and look at subsurface particles) 

Within the we~nnel, are surface particles distinctly larger than subsurface particles? 

Yes ~ 

On bars, an: s~partides distinctly IaJgertban subsurface particles1 

Yes ~ 

P~e Size Distribution 
~,substrate sizes are typical for the size of stream and position in the drainage network, large and small materials 

present 
b. slight reduction in distribution of smaller particles 
Co smaller particles are absent or present only in fresh deposits 00 baIs 

Dominant Particle Sizes 
a. bedrock/large boulder 
b. large and small boulders 
Co large and small boulders, some cobble 
d. mostly cobble with some boulders 

re:J. cobble/gravel 
Y.' m06t1y gravel 

g. mostly [rnes 

Angularity 
a. substrate consists mostly of flat or angular rocks resistant to rolling 
~ substrate consists mostly of subangular rocks, some flat or rounded rocks present 

Co substrate consists mostly of rounded rocks- that have little resistance to rolling 

Particle Packing (kick the bottom!) 
a. larger particles are surrounded by smaller or overlapping ones, creating a tightly packed substrate resistant to scour 

~\some overlap and particle packing, larger rocks can be IDCJYed with YODr foot but smaller particlei create a tightly 
~ packed matrix resistant to erosion 

Co larger particles are surrounded by a loose matrix of smaller particles 
d. bottom is very lC>05C, most particles can be moved with your foot 

WEYERHAEUSER/CHANNEL 
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N. OTHER INDICATORS 

A 

B. 

c. 

D. 

i
ion of Woody Debris 
· individual logs wi'hm' or ad' Jacent to th cd 
· clumps or jams within d" e wett channel area 

clumps or jams along t~: a J,acent to .the wetted channel area 
. d ou er margm of the active 

, ~ In ividual logs along the outer' channel area 
e. most of the log;; have bee d m~ of the active channel area 
f db" n epos1ted above and . d · a e ns Jam blocks the channel outsl e of the active channel area 

~ numerous debris jams block the channel 
· moo logs have been transported i. numerous logs have bee d . to a lower reach of the channel 

j. there l' n epo6lted within this reach from 
are no ogs m or adjacent to the channel upstream 

Culverts and Bridges 
Describe culverts or b . d .. hand . n ges WIthin or neat the stud . ling flood flows and debris) y reacb (S1ZC, conditioD-t location of :rust lin 

13ndW ~rs ~()&k - 5fto<cf Cjq:XOXA t > 2)# c1~~;: capability for 

'r3ico.e i)"tY vIl::tU II ~\Q,{ tt 

Channel Controls 
Describe riprap or levees that have been co nstructed along the channel (which vQ'\Q bank, length, heigbt, effectiveness) 

Known His tory of Flooding or Debris FI 
Note date' ows • magrutude of flood event, probable ca . 

I:. 
use, source of information 

(}r1 nG'li .. J',\ 

B. Other Observations 0d: L~s4 {~ 0.~1£: ~lA cCiibiQJ IIliocitcYAM{ (p5"i~ 
cf bndffi _ -b-0'-. G.CYblW l(hP~Ic+ rro~eJ- t~ USF5. If. cl'D 
~«, t/U9t 'DV!;. :frw;',\~)cL. alde() kGIl2 ?;iQh. /d.&*d... or . 
~ "iO 0"", 1[&,,, 0''( vO ",et"" COute", " l'1f!'n", 
(JrQG {Or rut-ux: UJD (\.JUi~J - a/I (~ "-10 ~~. 
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EVALUATION OF CHANNEL CONDmONS 

Using the Field Assessment, score each item: 1 = applicable to the surveyed reach, or 0 = does not apply. Record the score in the column 
indicated. 

"Red Flag" Conditions 

L Response Categmy T)pC = A, B, or C 

n. auumel Banks 
A. auumel Capacity = b, C, or d 

B. Bank Cottiog 

c. 

D. 

E. 

1. (1. Length) >30% i!!!l! (2. Location) = c 
2. (1. Length) >50% 

Degree of Bank Protection 
1. (2. Density) = C, d, or e .!!!!! banks are not 

pr<dominantly resistant bedrock 

Resistan<:e of Bank Material 
1. (1. Rock content) = d or e and 

(2. Cohesion) = d, e, g, h, or i 

2. (1. Rock content) = b or c!ru! 
(2. Cohesion) = g or h 

Flow Deflection = c 

m. Channel Bottom 
A. Deposition 

1. (1. Extent) = c and (2. Size) = d 
2. (1. Extent) = d or e 

B. R<cent Bed Mobility = d 

C. Annoring 
"yes- for either wetted channel or bars 

D. Particle Size Distribution = c 

E. Particle Size = e or for g 

F. Angularity = c 

G. Particle Packing = c or d 

IV. Other Indicators 
A. WoodyOebris 

location = e, h, or i 
location = f, g 

B. CulYerts or Bridges Appear Inadequate 

Total Score = 

Interpretation - -Existing" Column 

Existing Potential 

I 

0 

0 
0 

~ 

0 
/ 

IL 
/ 

0 
0 

0 
£L 

( 

n 
£L 

o o 
o 

/ 3 

~ Channel conditions indicate little or DO existing damage related to inc::reascd peak flows 
'z:3' Otannel conditions indicate a moderate degree of existing damage, further investigation should be used to determine the specific 

cause of items scored above 
2:4 Channel conditions indicate significant channel damage has occurred 

Interpretation - ·Potential- Column 
~1 Cllannel conditions indicate the channel has a low potential for damage if peak flows increase 

r2J\ Channel conditions indicate the channel has • moderate potential for damage if peak flows increaie 

~~(;';:;:diW:;6;;:=;P;~ 17= f:~:;;now. ~ 
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FlEW ASSESSMENT OF SIlIEAM CHANNEL CONDmONS 

WRIA#: % ~WRIA#: _-__ WAU: {j;u- (Jul./z Reach #: -,-I __ 
Reach length: I ew 'Jj/m Average wetted wid!h:IS f m 
Da!e: 1!2()19~ Flow today is: High odera! Low 

I i 

of' S-# M'0' I!) briers"' UW?§ 

Walk the study reach and observe the conditions of the channel bed and banks (length of the study reach should be at least 20 times 
the active channel width). If conditions sucb as confmemcnt of the channel, st:rca.m. gradient, or dominant channel bed or bank material 
change Significantly. then a new reach should be described. 

After walking the reach. fill in the blanks and circle the letter responses to describe conditions within the channel. H none of the 
descriptions fit, do not circle any responses, but supply comments to describe the condition. If applicable, more than one response can 
be circled for an item. 

I. 

u. 

FAcrORS AFFECllNG CHANNEL RESPONSE 
A. 

B. 

Channel Constraint C/i 
Average active clwmel width = J..J <Qpn~~IS 
Average valley bottom width = ICJV f ~mete .. 

Sinuosity: a. straight (= 1) 0ghtly sinuous (1.1-1.3) 

Resistance of Cla.n.ncl Bank~ 
So= of ma!eriaI: ~ glacial till 
other ____________ -=~_ 

VBW/ACW = [2+ 

c. sinuous (1.4-1.7) d. meandering (>1.7) 

lacustrine sediments 

Can the stream move tbe majority of the bed material sizes during bigh flows? No 

c. 

D. 

Can the stream. erode the banks during high flows? 

Influence of Upper Banks 0 
Average upper bank slope = _____ % 
Can the stream undercut the upper banks? 
If yes. would this result in mass wasting? 

Stream Energy () 
Average channel gradient = _d __ % f""\ 
Is the profile ·stairstepped·? Yes ~ 
If yes., what forms the steps? Bedrock Boulders 
Do the steps appear stable? Yes No 

No Only in a few places 

Woody debris 

Position in drainage network: ~ 1st order headwater stream 0'2nd or 3rd order tributary 
c. 4th order mainstem 
d. 5th order or larger river 

F~ response category is: 
:rype ., unconstrained 

)'PC : slightly constrained, unconsolidated bottom 
Type C: Iaterat!y constrained, unconsolidated bottom 

CONDmON OF CHANNEL BANKS 
A. Channel Capacity 

1. Response Category Type A or B (channels with floodplains); 

Type D: constrained, bedrockf!arge boulder 
Type E: boulder/bedrock stain;!ep 
Type F: woody debris slairstep 

~ active channel carries average annual flood, larger events spread aet06S floodplain 
(lV active channel has downcut or widen~, so peak flows :rarely spread over the floodplain 

c. active channel bas downcut and/or WIdened to the extent that peak flows never spread OYt:r tbe floodplain; aD inner 
terrace bas developed within the "blownout· channel area, ma.rking a new active channel 

d. a major flood has passed through and caused obvious damage in this channel 

WEYERHAEUSER/CHANNm. 
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B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

2. Iksp:>nse Category Type C, D, E, F (channels without floodplains) 
a. active channel area appears adequate to carry average annual flood; streamside. vegetation comes down to the active 

channel margin 
b. active channel area shows signs of enlargement, raw banks ind.katc some widening or downcutting; there is a flcxx1· 

disturbed area that is greater than the acttve channel width 
Co channel appear.; "blownout-; active channel area is much smaller than the flood~isturbed area within the valIey 

bottom 
d. a debris flow or flood bas obviously come down this channel and caused damage 

Degree of Existing Bank Cutting 
1. Length of ttach affected: 

a. Done e. 51·75% 
b. 1-10% f. 75-90% 
Co 11·300/0 Q >90% 
d. 31-50% \.::.J 

2. Location of bank cutting: 
a. nowhere in reach 

Q{ in expected places, such as outside of comers and constrictions 
~ in unusual places, sucb as straight stretches and inside of bends 

3. r4:?gle of banks ~tting: 
\:) vertical: U ~angled back: V 

Degree of Bank. Protection 
1. Ptedontinant type of vegetation aIoag the banJo;: (cin:le """" thaD OIIC if milo:d) 
A. mature CODifcrous trees 

\..!!;} mature hardwood trees 
Co immature conifers 20-60 feet tall 
d immature conifers 1()..20 feet taU 
e. immature conifers 5-10 feet tall 
f. recent clearcut, trees <5 feet tall 

(i:"\ immature bardwood trees 
'iP.I shrubs 

L grass 

2. Vegetation density: 
a. banks arc wen protected by a deep, dense root network, which is inferred from the dense, mature (welkstablisbcd) 

forest 
b. banks are fairly 'Well protected by deep roots with several open areas 
~ banks are protected by a dense but shallOW' root network. inferred from the dense. young trees or shrub& 
\!:J banks are poorly protected by a shallow root network with nUDICrous openings 

e. banks receive little or no protection from root.s 

Resistance of Lower Bank Material 
1. Bank roclc content 

a. ~100% roclc 
(D 65-90% rock 

Co 40-65% rock 

d. 20-40% rock 
c. <2O%rock 

2. Bank cohesion (kick the bank!) 
a. resistaDt bedrock 
b. erodible bedrock 
c. cohesive silt/clay resistant to ero&ion 
d. cemented matrix of fmc material containing rock particles 
e. cohesive but erodible silt/clay 

(p noncohesive assortment of mostly cobble and larger sizes 
g. noncohesive assortment of mostly cobble to gravel .. size rocks 

. noncohesive assortment of mostly gravel-&iz.e rocks 
i. noncohesivc assortment of mostly fmc material 

Flow Deflection into Banks (focus on thalweg) 

Large boulder: > 24" 
Small boulder. 12-24· 
COObIe: 3-12" 
Gravet 0.2-3" 
Fmes: <0.2-

¢.
little or no deflection of flows into banks 

b. a few areas whe'" flow is deflected into the banks by logs, boulders, or the channel pattern 
. numerous areas where flOW' is deflected into channel banks by logs, boulders.. or the channel pattern 

WEYERHAEUSER/CHANNa 
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ill. CONDmON OF CHANNEL BOlTOM 

A Deposition 

B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

1. Extent of bottom affected (consider active channel area, not just wetted area): 
3. very few fresh deposits 
b. 5-20% of bottom affected by deposition, mostly isolated pockets behind large boulders or small point bars 
c. 20-50% of bottom covered with fresh deposits, such as several small point bars or pockets behind boulders or woody 

debris 
d. 5().. 75% of bottom covered with fresh deposits, such as Large mitkhannel or point bars 

Qj > 75% of bottom covered with fresh deposits 

2. Size of dominant material in depo&its: 
~ most particles cobble~ize and larger 
~ most particles are gravel to cobblc-size 

c. particles are mostly gravel with some fmer material 
d particles are mostly fines (sand and smaller sizes) 

Evidence of Recent Bed Mobility 
a in all but channel thalweg, rocks are -duO·; bed materials show definite staining, algae growth, or have clinging 

vegetationj bed materials are never or only rarely mobile 
b. throughout the channel, there is a mix of "bright- and -duO· rocks; staining or algae growth or clinging vegetation is 

~ 
evident in some places 

c. mostly "bright- rocks; some staining or algae growth or clinging V1:getation is evident in sheltered backwater areas 
nearly all "bright- rocks; there is no evidence of staining. a1gae growth. or clinging vegetation; majority of bed 
materials appear to be quite mobile during high flaM; 

Armoring (Pick up some rocks and look at subsurface partidc:s) 

Within the we~hannel, arc surface particles distinctly larger than subsurface particles? 
Yes ~, 

On bars, are s~ particles distinctly larger than subsurface partides? 

Yes ~ 

p~ Size Distribution 
'-t)) substrate sizes are typical for the size of stream. and position in the drainage network, large and small materials 

present 
b. slight reduction in distribution of smaller particles 
c. smaller particles arc absent or present only in fresh deposits on bus 

Dominant Particle Sizes 
a. bedrock/large boulder 
b. large and small boulders 
c. large and small boulders, some cobble 

~
d. mostly cobble with some boulders 
Co cobble/gravel 
• mostly gravel 

g. mostly rilles 

Angularity 
a. substrate consists mostly of flat or angular rocks resistant to rolling CD substrate cons~ts mostly of subangular rocks, some flat or rounded rocks present 
c. substrate COnsISts mostly of rounded rocks that have little resistance to rolling 

Particle Packing (kick the bottom!) 
a. larger particles arc surrounded by smaller or overlapping ones., creating a tightly packed substrate resistant to scour 
~some overia~ and. particle pac~ng, larger rocks can be moved with your foot but smaller partides create a tightly 
'-..:.J packed matnx resIStant to erosIon 

c. larger particles are surrounded by a loose matrix of smaller particles 
d. bottom is very loose, most particles can be moved with your foot 

WE'l'ERHAEUSER/CHANNEL 
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IV. OTIlER INDICATORS 

A ~tion of Woody Debris 
0;~ individual logs within or adjacent to the wetted channel area 
,.:~ clump5 or jams within or adjacent to the wetted channel area 
~, clumps or jams along the outer margin of the active channel area 
Y. individuatlog;; along the outcr margin of the active channel area 
~most of the logs have been deposited alx:Jvc and outside of the active channel area 
~ a debris jam. blocks the channel 

g. numerous debris jams block the channel 
h. most logs have been transported to a lower reach of the channel 
i. numerous logs have been deposited within this reach from upstream 
j. there are no logs in or adjacent to the channel 

B. Culverts and Bridges 
Describe culverts or bridges within or near the study :reach (size, condition, location of rust line on culvert, capability for 

handling flood flows and debris) nYinn,,," In '31. J.../... (:l;;o 
73ndgz uoder NfJ~ is ""'T~7" - 1'10 tV[ if UDJ(MV 

D. Known History of F1cxxling or Debris Flows 
Note date, magnitude of flood event, probable cause, source of information 

U/J If/lVivTf'-

E. 

WEYERHAEUSER/CHANNFL 
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EVALUATION OF CHANNEL CONDmONS 

Using the Field Assessment, score eacb item: 1 = applicable to the surveyed reach. or 0 = does not apply. Record the score in the column 
indicated. 

'Red Flag" Conditions 

I. 

D. 

Response Catego!), Type = A, B, or C 

Channel Banla; 

A. Channel Capacity = b, C, or d 

B. Bank CUtting 

1. (1. Length) >30% l!!!l! (2. Location) = c 
2. (1. Length) >50% 

C. Degree of Bank Protection 
1. (2 Density) = C, d, or e ~ banb are not 

predominantly _t bedrock 

D. ResisIance of Bank Material 
1. (1. Rock content) = d or e gg 

(2. Cohesion) = d, e, g, h, or i 

2. (1. Rock content) = b or c and 
(2. Cohesion) = g or h 

E. Flow Deflection = c 

Ill. Channel Bottom 
A Deposition 

1. (1. Extent) = c l!!!l! (2. Size) = d 
2. (1. Extent) = d or e 

B. Recent Bcd Mobility = d 

C. Annoring 
-yes' for either wetted channel or bars 

D. Particle Size Distribution ::::: c 

E. Particle Size = e or f or g 

F. Angolarity = c 

G. Particle Packing = c or d 

IV. Other Indicators 
A. WoodyDebris 

location = e, 11. or j 
location = f, g 

B. CaM:rts or Bridges Appear Inadequate 

Total Score = 

Interpretation - IExisting" Column 

Existing Potential 

I 

/ 

I 
I 

! 

£L 
I 

0 

± 
Q 

fr 
I 

it 
I 0 

fl. 
5 .:L 

~1 Otannel conditions indicate little or no existing damage related to increased peak flows; 
2-3 Channel conditions indicate a moderate degree of existing damage, further investigation should be used to determine the specific 

cause of items scored aboYe ~ 1_ .... / o Channel conditions indicate significant channel damage has occur=! -l/.<'~)( VE' 6&111:: e([)St~ / CAi::M~ A (95, 
Interpretation. 'Potential' Column w~ 
:Sl Channel conditions indicate the channel has a low potential for damage if peak flows increase 
2-3 Channel conditions indicate the channel has a moderate potential for damage if peak flows increase 

(3 Cbannel c:a;UI;ta;:~;hiO high;it: f;md~:i-7ro~ 
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